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From: Van Hare
To: "Jon Bowers"; 


"Sikora, Leslie E (DFW)"; 
Subject: RE: MSHv3
Date: Thursday, July 28, 2011 2:20:00 PM


Ok-
Hopefully this will work for Leslie as well.   I’ve posted a zip package for you to 
retrieve at ftp://ftp.streamnet.org/pub/streamnet/gis/msh/MSHv3_ForReview.zip
 
This is a first draft but aside from your approval of the linework and my populating 
of the xref attributes for the query system it should be close to ready for use by 
our system.  I hope you don’t mind that I am giving you the whole enchilada to 
look at.  Feel free to subset the area if you wish but I thought it would be good for 
you to have the whole thing to look at.
 
I created a field called “Instructions4Van” that I encourage you to use for that 
purpose.  Things I am especially looking for your feedback on:


1.       Please look closely at features you asked me to splice into the v2 
linework.  You can refer back to you submission and possibly display it in the 
background to guide your review. Jon had a few features flagged for splicing 
and Leslie’s submission required a splice with FW data to fix a gap on Joseph 
Creek.
2.       Note that I added the SrcUpdDate field to compare what I have to what 
you have internally.  I populated the SrcUpdDate with the values in Jon’s 
UpdDate field in hopes that we could use that to compare where you have 
made changes internally that need to get pushed up to the regional dataset.  
3.       Please see if you can improve the LocSupType coding on canals.  
Alternately, I am open to doing that on my end with your approval but don’t 
want to duplicate efforts or clobber your values without your approval.  
4.       Note that LengthFt and measures were updated using SN Lambert 
projection feet rounded (up) to the nearest integer ft.
5.       Leslie, I deleted features based on your delete table including the 2 you 
recently sent via email.  I also reassigned the tempLLIDs to the finalLLIDs 
based on the table you provided.   I hope that is what you intended me to 
do.
6.       Please ignore the location cross-referencing fields (HUCs, etc.) for the 
time being.  I will populate those on my end before calling this final and 
putting it to use.  Also ignore the metadata xml as it has not been updated 
for public release yet.  This is for your eyes only at the moment.


 
Sorry this took so long.  I will jump on your feedback and finalize this puppy as 
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soon as possible.   I will be out of the office tomorrow but back at it on Monday.
I’m off to Opal Creek to hunt for newts with the kids.
Have a great weekend!  
-Van
_____________________________ 
Van C. Hare,  GIS Manager  -  StreamNet  
Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission 
205 SE Spokane Street, Portland, OR 97202 
phone: 503-595-3155   -   fax: 503-595-3232
 
From: Jon Bowers [mailto:jon.k.bowers@state.or.us]  
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 1:50 PM 
To: Van Hare 
Subject: RE: MSHv3
 
That will work – thanks.
 
Jon Bowers
GIS Coordinator
Natural Resources Info Mgt Program
Fish Division,  ODFW
503-947-6097
 


From: Van Hare [mailto:VHare@psmfc.org]  
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 1:46 PM 
To: Jon Bowers; Sikora, Leslie E (DFW) 
Subject: MSHv3
 
Jon and Leslie-
I’m about to post a draft of MSHv3 for your review.  Are you both able to read a 
v10 file based geodatabase?
Thanks
-Van
 
_____________________________ 
Van C. Hare,  GIS Manager  -  StreamNet  
Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission 
205 SE Spokane Street, Portland, OR 97202 
phone: 503-595-3155   -   fax: 503-595-3232
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